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Abstract
This paper gives an overview of the MIPAS Level 1B (L1B) processor whose main
objective is to calibrate atmospheric measurements radiometrically, spectrally and geo-
located. It presents also the results of instrument characterization done during the first
years in-flight. MIPAS has shown very good performance and stability.5
1 Introduction
MIPAS is a Michelson Interferometer based on the principle of Fourier Transform and
designed to measure with high resolution and high spectral accuracy the emission
of infrared radiation from the atmosphere in the spectral range from 4.15 to 14.6µm
(685–2410 cm−1) (Fischer et al., 20061).10
The MIPAS instrument is designed to observe the horizon with an instantaneous
field of view that corresponds at the tangent point to 3 km in vertical direction and
30 km in horizontal direction. It can make measurements in rearward viewing (anti-
flight direction) to cover horizontally a 35 deg range, or in sideways viewing to cover
a 30 deg wide range in anti-sun direction. Most measurements are made in rearward15
viewing.
The MIPAS interferometer provides two-sided interferograms with a maximum optical
path difference of 20 cm. It has a dual port configuration with two input ports and
two output ports. Only one input port is needed to acquire data from a given scene.
The second input port is designed to look at a cold target in order to minimize its20
contribution to the signal. Each output port is equipped with four detectors covering
1Fischer, H., Birk, M., Blom, C., Carli, B., Carlotti, M., v. Clarmann, T., Delbouille, L., Dudhia,
A., Ehhalt, D., Endemann, M., Flaud, J. M., Gessner, R., Kleinert, A., Koopmann, R., Langen,
J., Lopez-Puertas, M., Mosner, P., Nett, H., Oelhaf, H., Perron, G., Remedios, J., Ridolfi, M.,
Stiller, G., and Zander, R.: MIPAS: an instrument for atmospheric and climate research, Atmos.
Chem. Phys. Discuss., in preparation, 2006.
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different spectral bands (see Table 1). The signals detected at both output ports are
similar and they are combined to improve signal-to-noise ratio (see Table 2).
The eight detectors are split into five bands, each band being covered by one or two
specific detectors.
A nominal measurement sequence consists in a series of 17 high resolution atmo-5
spheric scene measurements made at different tangent heights starting at 66 km tan-
gent height and descend to 3 km. The elevation steps go from 8 km step at high altitude
to 3 km step at low altitude. The sweep duration at high resolution is 4.45 s.
Before being transmitted to the ground the detected signal is amplified and analog
filtered, digitized, numerically filtered and decimated, equalized and combined, bit trun-10
cated and finally packetized. The Level 0 (L0) product is then processed by the L1B
ground segment processor to generate geo-located spectra that are radiometrically
and spectrally calibrated.
2 Level 1B algorithms
For MIPAS, the output of the L1B ground processor is an atmospheric spectrum show-15
ing radiance as a function of wavenumber. Calibration refers not only to the assign-
ment of absolute radiance values to the y-axis but also to the assignment of absolute
wavenumbers to the x-axis.
Three types of calibration for MIPAS are required:
20
Radiometric Calibration:
The process of assigning absolute values in radiance units, (noted [r.u.] expressed
in (W/(cm2 sr cm−1))) to the intensity axis (y-axis) with a specified accuracy. The
radiometric calibration implies the knowledge of a certain spectral calibration.
25
Spectral Calibration:
The process of assigning absolute values in cm−1 to the wavenumber axis (x-axis)
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with a specified accuracy.
LOS Calibration:
The process of assigning an absolute LOS pointing value to a given atmospheric
spectrum with a specified accuracy.5
The details of the Level 1B algorithms are described in Lachance (1999); Per-
ron and Leroux (2004); Perron and Lachance (2002).
2.1 Radiometric calibration
The radiometric calibration requires 2 sets of measurement scenarios:10
1. Deep space measurements followed by scene measurements to correct the
scene for self-emission of the instrument. Deep space measurements are done
frequently (once every four elevation scans) in order to account for changing self-
emission of the instrument due to temperature variations along the orbit.
2. Blackbody (BB) measurements followed by an equivalent number of deep space15
measurements to calculate the radiometric gain function. The gain calibration is
done once per week.
Using the calibration blackbody as the hot source and the deep space as the cold
source and using the notation given in Table 3, the radiometric gain G is defined as:
G =
Lbb
Sbb − Sds (1)20
The radiometric gain is a complex function taking in consideration that MIPAS interfer-
ograms are filtered by a complex numerical filter (see Sect. 2.4.1). In the L1B process-
ing, the forward and reverse sweep directions are always treated separately to take into
account that the phase is different in forward and reverse (see Sect. 2.4.2).
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The expression for radiometric calibration of a scene becomes
Lx = G · (Sx − Sc) (2)
In order to improve the signal to noise ratio, the offset calibration is obtained from 6
successive deep space measurements (3 forward and 3 reverse). The determination of
the gain is composed of 300 coadded measurements of the MIPAS internal calibration5
blackbody source and an equivalent number of coadded deep space measurements
for each sweep direction of the interferometer.
2.2 Spectral calibration
Spectral calibration is performed using standard measurements from the atmosphere.
Particular spectral lines are retrieved in the observed spectrum and the known values10
of their wavenumbers are used to establish the assignment of the wavenumber to the
index of spectral data points. The spectral calibration is used for the wavenumber
assignment of all subsequent scene and gain measurements until the new spectral
calibration is performed after 4 elevation scans.
In summary, the spectral calibration is based on the following assumptions:15
– The spectral calibration includes the spectral shift and is performed without any
ILS (Instrumental line shape) deconvolution.
– A minimal number of 4 scene measurements are sufficient for a proper spectral
calibration. The scenes chosen are geo-located at a tangent height range from
29 to 35 km.20
– The spectral calibration shift function is applied throughout the spectral range. It
is assumed that the definition of the optical axis is common to all 8 detectors. It is
also assumed that the residual misalignment between the two output ports is low
enough so that the difference in wavenumber is negligible.
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– Appropriate spectral lines are identified and the value of their wavenumber is
available for ground processing by a Microwindow Dictionary Auxiliary data.
2.3 Geolocation
It is assumed that commanded elevation angles are only partially corrected with re-
spect to known pointing errors according to the best knowledge based on on-ground5
characterization and LOS calibration measurements. The remaining elevation error,
obtained from LOS calibration measurements, is computed in the payload data ground
segment (PDS) and used to correct in measurement mode the measured elevation
angles. The corrected elevation angles and the measured azimuth angles are used to
compute the geolocation (height/longitude/latitude) of the actual scene (target).10
The L1B processor computes the actual pointing error with respect to pitch and roll
at the time of scene measurement. It then computes for each scene the actual azimuth
angle. Pointing errors in azimuth are not calibrated during flight operation. However,
a correction based on on-ground characterization/ alignment measurements must be
performed.15
The correction on the measured elevation angle of a scene is computed by using the
estimated bias and harmonic pointing errors for rearward and sideways measurements,
the commanded azimuth angle, and the time of data acquisition.
The geolocation is calculated using orbit and pointing libraries provided by ESA
which require as inputs the orbit state vector and the corrected pointing angles20
(Sanchez-Ortiz and Gonzalez, 2005).
2.4 Other considerations
2.4.1 Filtering and decimation
An observed interferogram is basically a real and symmetrical function. It may be
slightly asymmetrical due to beamsplitter emission. In order to reduce data through-25
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put, interferograms are filtered and decimated to limit the spectral contents to the region
of interest. MIPAS complex numerical filter has the advantage of allowing a decimation
factor two times larger than with a real numerical filter. It is then possible to better opti-
mize the decimation factor. On the other hand, one complex interferogram is produced
by the numerical filtering, made of one real and one imaginary part.5
2.4.2 Fringe count errors
The basic ground processing for MIPAS contains no explicit phase correction or com-
pensation. For a given interferometer sweep direction, it is assumed that the gain and
offset calibrations and also the scene measurements have the same phase relation-
ship, i.e. they are sampled at precisely the same intervals. This sampling is determined10
by a fringe counting system using a reference laser source within the interferometer
subsystem, with the fringe counts forming a “clock” signal to the ADC in the on-board
signal processing electronics (SPE). The fringes trigger the sampling of the IR interfer-
ogram. If, for any reason, a fringe is lost, then the phase of subsequent measurements
will be affected and, if these are calibrated using a gain or offset measurement taken15
before the occurrence of the fringe loss, then errors will be introduced into the final
spectrum. The L1B processing detects and corrects for fringe losses by analyzing the
residual phase of the spectrum for bands AB and C following radiometric calibration.
Hence there is no specific measurement required as part of calibration for this aspect.
2.4.3 Detector spikes20
Spikes due to cosmic ray going through the detector or transmission error are expected
in MIPAS measurement. On-orbit data shows that around 1% of interferograms are
affected. For calibration measurements, data containing detected spikes are discarded
in order to not propagate in “good” scene measurements during calibration. For scene
measurements, a simple algorithm removes the spike by taking the mean of immediate25
non-affected data points and raises a L1B product confidence data (PCD) flag to warn
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the user about the quality of data.
2.4.4 Detector non-linearity
Detectors from channels A1, A2, B1 and B2 are affected by non-linearity, i.e., detector
response is not a linear function of incident photon flux. An algorithm is needed to
correct the non-linearity to bring MIPAS radiometric accuracy within requirement. De-5
tector non-linearity was characterized on-ground and details are given in Sect. 4.4 for
the non-linearity characterization.
The first step for the non-linearity correction is to compute the total incoming pho-
ton flux (in digitalization units [d.u.]) at the origin of the present interferogram. This
meaningful parameter can be estimated with the minimum and maximum values of the10
digitized interferogram before filtering and decimation. Then the scaling factor applied
to the scene is computed for each channel from this total photon flux and the responsiv-
ity coefficients of each detector. Blackbody and deep space interferograms are scaled
likewise.
2.4.5 Electronic responsivity scaling15
In the MIPAS instrument, each interferogram must be scaled to account for the cur-
rent detector absolute responsivity at the time of measurement. This responsivity is a
function of temperature and varies over the orbit. Measurements during commission-
ing phase have shown that it is not necessary to correct for these temperature effects
along the orbit as predictions show that the variations will not cause the units to drift20
out of specification. The only scaling applied to the measurements takes into account
the commanded gain setting that optimizes the signal on each detector.
2.4.6 Instrument Line Shape (ILS) retrieval
The chosen ILS retrieval method is called the “Parametric ILS Fitting Method” (PIFM).
This method proceeds with a theoretical ILS, obtained by a modelization with a limited25
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number of parameters, convoluted with the theoretical line and iteratively fits the re-
sults onto the experimental data. Nominal scene measurements are used for the ILS
retrieval. Since ILS retrieval is a very intensive CPU process, the ILS retrieval is limited
to basically 5 scenes coadded at a given tangent height specified in the Microwindow
dictionary to improve the signal to noise ratio. The steps involved for the ILS retrieval5
are:
Selection of specific microwindows containing precisely one reference peak of well-
known wavenumber.
Generation of the reference theoretical spectral line corresponding to this microwin-
dow.10
Fitting an ILS to the incoming radiometrically calibrated spectrum by minimizing
residuals between the reference line and the parametric ILS.
Only one ILS retrieval is processed per orbit. The result is part of the L1B product
but it is not used when processing near real time L2 data product. It was shown that
coaddition of 5 scenes is not sufficient to have stable ILS parameters retrieval. For this15
reason, L2 processing uses an auxiliary data containing ILS parameters that have been
obtained by coadding equivalent scenes from a full orbit, instead of ILS parameters
from the L1B product.
3 Level 1B processing
The L1B processor requires 2 input types: the Level 0 product containing the mea-20
surement data, and a set of auxiliary data files to calibrate the measurement data. The
output of the L1B processor is a L1B product containing the calibrated scene measure-
ments.
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3.1 Level 0 input products
The L0 product contains time-ordered source packets from the MIPAS instrument.
Each source packet corresponds to reconstructed unprocessed instrument data. Nom-
inally, each target measurement consists of 6 interferograms (one for each detector A1,
A2, AB, B, C and D) separated into blocks and individually bit-truncated. The L0 prod-5
uct contains the scene, blackbody, and deep scene measurements for more or less
one full orbit. For each L0 product received, the L1B processing generates one L1B
product per orbit.
In addition to each measurement data sweep, the L0 product includes a full record of
the on-board instrument status, as well as instrument-level and platform-level parame-10
ters such as pointing and timing information. The auxiliary data source packet contains
status information from MIPAS instrument control unit (ICU) and status/parameters
from the signal processing electronics (SPE). This auxiliary data is appended to each
data measurement.
3.2 Auxiliary Data Files (ADFs)15
3.2.1 Calibrations
The gain calibration ADF (MIP CG1 AX) is used by the L1B processing to detect and
correct for fringe count errors in the reconstituted interferogram of the L0 product and
to calibrate radiometrically the calculated spectrum.
The offset calibration ADF (MIP CO1 AX) contains a reference offset that is mainly20
used as a quality check for the offset measurements from the L0 file. It is used for cal-
ibration only if the closest offset measurement exceeds the quality thresholds defined
in the processing parameters (MIP PS1 AX).
The ILS and spectral calibration ADF (MIP CS1 AX) is used to calibrate the initial
spectra from the first 4 elevation scans in the L0 product. Then a new spectral calibra-25
tion is calculated every 4 elevation scans and is applied to the subsequent spectra.
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The line-of-sight calibration ADF (MIP CL1 AX) is used to calibrate along the orbit
the geo-location of scene measurements in the L0 product.
The gain and offset calibration ADFs (MIP CG1 AX and MIP CO1 AX) are updated
weekly to compensate for contamination and temperature effects. All historic ADF files
are regenerated when an updated configuration allows gain and offset characterization5
improvements.
The spectral calibration ADFs (MIP CS1 AX) are updated on a weekly basis, prior
to the gain calibration, as analysis has demonstrated that it results in improved gain
calibration, and improvements for processing of the initial scans of each product. The
spectral calibration history is reconstructed prior to reconstruction of the gain history.10
The line-of-sight calibration ADF (MIP CL1 AX) is updated monthly to correct for
deviations in platform attitude. The calibration history for this file has already been
reconstructed for historic deviations in pitch.
3.2.2 Characterizations and processor parameters
The instrument characterization (MIP CA1 AX) contains thermistor, non-linearity,15
equalization, blackbody, detector, line of sight, filtering and gain setting characteriza-
tions.
The processing parameter (MIP PS1 AX) contains spectral axis definition, sinc in-
terpolation table, standard deviation and rejection thresholds, and conversion matrix.
The microwindow dictionary (MIP MW1 AX) contains the reference microwindows20
that are used for spectral calibration and ILS retrieval.
3.3 Level 1B processing functionality
The overall processing chain, divided into its high-level functions, is processed in the
following order. The ADFs used for each function are indicated between parentheses.
– Load data from L0 product: this function performs the initial processing of all25
incoming data from the L0 product. It extracts data packets, calibrates relevant
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auxiliary data (MIP CA1 AX and MIP PS1 AX), and sorts single measurement
data according to the type of measurement (i.e. scene, blackbody or deep space).
– Calculate offset calibration: this function generates a series of calibrated offsets
that will be used by the scene calibration module to calculate the scene radiance.
The function performs spikes detection (MIP PS1 AX), sorts offset data accord-5
ing to the interferometer sweep direction, detects and corrects for fringe count
errors (MIP CG1 AX), coadds interferograms in each band (3 forward/3 reverse),
corrects for the detectors non-linearity (MIP CA1 AX), equalizes and combines in-
terferograms in band A. It finally assesses the NESR (Noise Equivalent Spectral
Radiance) performance and checks the validity of incoming offset measurements10
(MIP PS1 AX).
– Calculate gain calibration: this function generates the output radiometric gain
that is stored in the L1B product. The function performs spikes detection
(MIP PS1 AX), sorts blackbody and deep space measurements according to
the interferometer sweep direction, detects and corrects for fringe count errors15
(MIP CG1 AX), coadds interferograms to increase the signal to noise ratio, cor-
rects for detector non-linearity (MIP CA1 AX), calculates coarse spectra for black-
body and deep space interferograms, calculates the theoretical blackbody ra-
diance from temperature readings corresponding to blackbody measurements
(MIP CA1 AX) and calculates the complex gain ratio. It finally checks for radio-20
metric accuracy of the blackbody and deep space measurements (MIP PS1 AX).
Note that the L1B processing uses the same input gain (MIP CG1 AX) while pro-
cessing all measurements in the L0 product. The outcome of the gain calibration
must be approved by experts prior to being used by the L1B processor to ensure
the quality of calibrated scene spectra. This approval is done once a week.25
– Calculate scene calibration: this function generates the geo-located, spectrally
and radiometrically calibrated scene spectra. The function performs spikes de-
tection (MIP PS1 AX), sorts scene measurements according to the interferome-
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ter sweep direction, detects and corrects for fringe count errors (MIP CG1 AX),
corrects for detector non-linearity (MIP CA1 AX), equalizes and combines inter-
ferograms in band A, subtracts the closest calibrated offset obtained during the
offset calibration, computes scene spectra, corrects the spectral axis for Doppler
shift and instrument metrology (MIP CS1 AX and subsequent spectral calibration5
calculations), performs spectral interpolation onto a pre-defined uniform spec-
tral axis (MIP PS1 AX), multiplies the scene spectra by the most recent gain
(MIP CG1 AX). It performs scene measurement quality verification (MIP PS1 AX)
and reports the NESR. Each scene measurement is also calibrated for the
geo-location. The function computes the actual pointing error at time of zero10
path difference crossing of the measurement, the actual azimuth pointing angle,
the correction of elevation angle and finally the actual elevation pointing angle
(MIP CL1 AX). It then computes the orbital position of the spacecraft at zero path
difference time, computes the tangent height, the longitude and latitude. It esti-
mates the error of the computed tangent height.15
– Calculate spectral calibration: this function generates the spectral calibration
data at every 4 elevation scans. It uses as inputs the previously radiometrically
calibrated scene obtained during the scene calibration. Specific reference spec-
tral lines are retrieved from the scene measurements (MIP MW1 AX). Equivalent
scenes are coadded to reduce noise, i.e., scenes with altitude included in pre-20
determined range (MIP PS1 AX). The function computes the spectral calibration
factor based on the known values of the reference line positions and the measured
line positions.
– Calculate ILS retrieval: this function generates once per orbit the ILS re-
trieval from the radiometrically and spectrally calibrated spectra (MIP CS1 AX,25
MIP CG1 AX). Specific reference spectral lines are retrieved from the scene mea-
surements (MIP MW1 AX). A theoretical ILS is modelized using a limited number
of parameters (MIP PS1 AX), convolved with the theoretical line and iteratively
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fits the results onto the experimental data.
– Format L1B product: this function performs the packaging of all the processed
spectra and computed calibrations into the Level 1B product.
3.4 Level 1B product output
The Level 1B product consists in a set of localized, radiometrically and spectrally cal-5
ibrated spectra of the atmosphere with various annotated data calibrations, data as-
sessments and data quality validation.
Each sweep generates 5 calibrated spectra (1 for each band) and the sweep infor-
mation header, all with the same time of measurement. The output data file contains
the calibrated spectra with reference to calibration data and to the auxiliary data used10
during calculations. Each elevation scan header contains data specific for an individual
elevation sequence belonging to the current scene.
Details on L0, L1B and auxiliary product format are found in Klein et al. (1999).
4 Level 1B characterization
4.1 Level 1B requirements15
4.1.1 Noise
The NESR0 to achieve in the respective bands assuming high spectral resolution is
given in Table 5.
The NESRt is defined as the standard deviation of the measured single sweep spec-
tral radiance taken over N measurements for the input signal of a blackbody at tem-20
perature T assuming stationary conditions. The NESR0 is defined as NESRt with T
sufficiently small that the noise contribution from the input signal becomes negligible to
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the noise contributions from the instrument itself. The NESR0 is evaluated from deep
space measurements.
4.1.2 Radiometric accuracy
The radiometric accuracy shall be better than the sum of 2× NESRt and 5% of the
source spectral radiance using a blackbody with a maximum temperature of 230K as5
source, in the 685–1500 cm−1 region. It shall be better than the sum of 2× NESRt and
3% of the source spectral radiance using a blackbody with a maximum temperature of
230K as source, in the 1570–2410 cm−1 region. This is the requirement, but the goal in
the spectral region of 685–970 cm−1 is a radiometric accuracy of 1% in order to ensure
precise temperature retrieval.10
4.1.3 Spectral considerations
The spectral resolution of MIPAS shall be less/equal 0.035 cm−1 throughout the spec-
tral range in high spectral resolution. The spectral resolution is defined as the Full-
Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the ILS.
The spectral linearity shall be smaller than 0.001 cm−1 throughout the complete15
spectral range.
The spectral stability of the instrument shall be better than 0.001 cm−1 during at least
165 s of operation, but the goal is to achieve a spectral stability of 0.001 cm−1 over 24 h
of in-orbit operation.
4.2 NESR20
The NESR (noise equivalent spectral radiance) quantifies the noise level of the data.
It ranges from 3nW/(cm2 sr cm−1) to 50 nW/(cm2 sr cm−1), depending on the spectral
range and channel. The NESR is well within the requirements (Fig. 1), and no system-
atic evolution of the NESR over time could be observed. The most important effect on
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the NESR is ice accumulation on the detector system, which may temporarily degrade
the NESR by up to 20% with respect to an ice free detector.
4.3 Radiometric stability
4.3.1 Gain calibration
A gain function is typically generated once per week, and the last gain function gen-5
erated is used for calibration. Changes in the gain function are mainly due to ice
contamination of the detector system, but temperature effects can also be observed.
As an example, the relative difference between the two gain functions of orbit 2815 (13
September 2003) and orbit 5087 (2 December 2003) is shown in Fig. 2. The spectral
shape of the difference clearly reveals the broadband features of ice. The increase of10
the gain function is a measure for a decreasing detector signal due to a degraded trans-
mission. Figure 3 shows the increase of the gain function around 870 cm−1 (where the
effect of ice is most prominent) relative to the reference orbit 2815. The decontamina-
tion intervals, where the gain function decreases again, are clearly visible. On the right
axis in the same figure, the maximum change between two consecutive gain functions15
is plotted. This corresponds to the maximum gain error due to drift of the gain func-
tion. This error is typically around 1 to 2% and slightly decreasing over the lifetime of
the instrument. In case of large changes between consecutive gain functions (typically
in case of measurement interruptions) the first gain function, which is taken after the
interruption, is used for the calibration of the oﬄine data.20
4.3.2 Offset stability
The instrument offset is much more sensitive to changes in the instrument temperature
than the gain function. Therefore, the offset is determined several times per orbit. A
small variation of the offset along the orbit can be observed, however, these variations
are in the order of 1/10 NESR between two offset measurements and are negligible in25
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the radiometric error budget.
4.4 Detector non-linearity
The photoconductive Mercury-Cadmium-Telluride detectors show a non-linear depen-
dence of output signal versus input photon flux (detector curve). The non-linearity
depends on the specific detector material, detector temperature, and age.5
As explained in Sect. 2.4.4 non-linearity correction is carried out by scaling the mea-
sured interferograms with factors that are dependent on the incident photon flux. These
factors are calculated from the non-linearity characterization of the detectors and the
actual incident photon flux. The corresponding point on the detector curve is given
by the sum of the background photon flux and the unmodulated target photon flux10
(atmospheric scene, blackbody). The background photon flux is determined by the
instrument temperature and emissivity.
The non-linearity of the detectors was characterized on-ground in a vacuum thermal
chamber by using a calibrated blackbody at different temperatures. Since the in-flight
instrument temperatures are variable and differ from test conditions and furthermore15
the instrument transmittance may be different, too (contamination with ice – see also
Sect. 4.3.1, aging of optics), an in-flight detector characterization was intended. Unfor-
tunately, it turned out that the on-ground characterization procedure could not be used
in-flight due to the very limited temperature range of the on-board calibration blackbody.
Up to now the on-ground data are used for detector non-linearity correction.20
A new in-flight characterization method was developed utilizing additional non-
linearity information from out-of-band spectral artefacts which only are accessible in
a special instrument measurements mode, the “raw data mode”, where no digital fil-
tering and decimation is applied. Non-linearity characterization can be achieved by
combining this information with the in-flight blackbody measurements at different tem-25
peratures (Wagner and Birk, 2005).
The new method was applied to raw data mode measurements and blackbody mea-
surements at different temperatures carried out in the commissioning phase. It should
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be noted that these are special measurements which are carried out occasionally. Fig-
ure 4 shows the differences in calibrated scene radiance levels in percent when us-
ing the on-ground and new in-flight characterization. The differences depend on the
integrated photon flux shown on the x-axis in relative units and the spectral photon
flux/radiance level on the y-axis. For channel A2 perfect agreement is found while for5
all other channels for weak spectral signals and high integrated photon flux (low tangent
altitude, cloudy scenes) differences up to 4% occur. This result shows the magnitude of
the error caused by application of the on-ground detector non-linearity characterization.
The actual error may differ since as mentioned earlier the characterization depends on
instrument and detector temperature, ice contamination, aging of optics and detectors.10
Over the lifetime of MIPAS a number of raw data mode measurements have been
recorded as well as a few measurements at different blackbody temperature. Due to the
very long time constant for stabilization of the blackbody temperature such measure-
ments are very time consuming leading to the small number of data sets available. The
raw data measurements in combination with an instrument model calculating the var-15
ious photon fluxes on the detector allow determining the appropriate detector charac-
terization. An accurate in-flight characterization of the detector non-linearity will reduce
the systematic error on the calibrated scene and is subject of future investigations.
4.5 Spectral calibration
The auxiliary data file MIP CS1 AX contains the spectral correction factor (SCF) that20
compensates for variations in the instrument metrology (e.g. aging of the laser). This
initial spectral factor is applied to the first scans scene measurement data. A new spec-
tral calibration calculation is performed every 4 elevation scans while processing a L0
product. This new spectral correction factor is applied to subsequent scene measure-
ment data by the L1B processor. The MIP CS1 AX is updated every week and after a25
long detectors/cooler switch-off or after a long unavailability period. Figure 5 gives the
variation trend from May 2002 to December 2003. An overall decrease of the SCF can
be observed. This is a nominal situation that is due to the aging of the laser metrology.
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The spectral calibration is very stable and the variations are less than 5 ppm over the
first year of operation.
4.6 Instrument line shape
The instrumental line shape (ILS) is the area-normalized spectral response function of
the spectrometer. In general, the response function varies as function of the spectral5
position, and therefore should be denoted as ILS (∆σ, σ0). When a monochromatic
spectral line at position s0 is irradiated, the ordinate value of the area-normalized re-
sponse at σ is ILS(σ−σ0, σ0).
Due to the normalization, the specification of an ILS is not affected by the calibration
of the radiance axis. In contrast, there is an intimate connection with spectral shift:10
Any wave-number dependent spectral shift which occurs in the measurement can in
principle be incorporated in the ILS. However, introduction of a separate shift function
leads to a more transparent treatment, because spectral drifts occur on timescales of
a single orbit, whereas for the profound ILS attributes (peak response, half width, and
asymmetry) no significant drift on timescales of years has been observed. The spectral15
drift is caused by wavelength changes of the interferometer reference laser, whereas
the ILS attributes as defined above are dominated by a slight permanent misalignment
of the interferometer.
The ILS of MIPAS is specified by means of a set of ILS variables. Since a physical
model of the interferometer is available for MIPAS, the subset of model variables which20
affect the ILS can be adjusted to approximate the ILS of the real instrument. This ap-
proach offers the advantage that the parameters are not fully ad-hoc. However, the
complete set of variables cannot be retrieved unambiguously from the measured spec-
tra, so the full set of variables has to be restricted further (to a set of fixed parameters
+2 variables). It should be noted that this reduced description is not fully physical. The25
suggested set of variables has been used in various studies. It is found that the loss in
peak response of the unapodized ILS due to misalignment amounts 2% at 800 cm−1,
5% at 1200 cm−1, 8% at 1600 cm−1, and 11% at 2000 cm−1. These numbers refer to
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operation with full nominal resolution. The ILS degradation due to misalignment scales
down when a reduced resolution is applied.
4.7 Field of view
Analyses of the instrument’s field-of-view (FOV) response and the co-alignment of the
various detector channels were performed both prior to launch and post launch. Pre-5
launch tests were based on a dedicated experimental setup allowing acquiring individ-
ual detector signals, with the instrument collimated input beam viewing a blackbody
source. This source, equipped with a small circular aperture (“pin-hole”) was moved
across the field of view in azimuth and elevation direction while a set of interferograms
was acquired for each discrete position. The response in the different detector chan-10
nels as a function of azimuth and elevation offset was obtained by estimating the spec-
trally integrated signals from co-added interferograms.
Figure 6 shows a typical response pattern, obtained for detector channels B2&C2,
respectively. An in-depth analysis of the experimental data revealed that observed
minor deviations of the observed response patterns from the expected shapes were15
due to thermal perturbations of the viewed targets in the vicinity of the pin hole. This
assumption was confirmed by comparing FOV patterns obtained for adjacent detec-
tor channels (A2–B1, B1–C1, etc.), after reducing the signal integration to the spec-
tral overlap for each detector pair. In conclusion, the FOV widths as well as the co-
alignment between all detector channels were found within expectations.20
Both co-alignment and FOV half widths of the various detector channels was verified
also post-launch. For this purpose, a specific in-orbit measurement geometry was
chosen in which the instrument line of sight was actively scanned across an infrared
bright, “point like” source while raw mode interferograms were acquired simultaneously
in all eight detector channels.25
For the measurement, Mercury was chosen as a target, providing sufficiently high
flux density across the wavelength of interest (14.6µm . . . 4.2µm) and suitable ob-
servation opportunities in the period of interest (June/July 2002). A schematic view
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of the observation geometry is provided in Fig. 7. Prior to the actual measurement
the instrument LOS scan angles were adjusted such that the IR source would pass
through the center of the FOV while the elevation angle is scanned at constant veloc-
ity (approx. 1.35 deg/s) in the positive direction, i.e. towards higher tangent heights.
The overall timing was chosen such that the expected passage of the planet through5
the FOV occurred approx. 1 s after start of an appropriate interferometer sweep. The
settings ensured that the actual passage occurred well before reaching the zero path
difference peak and at sufficiently high tangent altitudes (>80 km) to avoid perturba-
tions through atmospheric broadband emission. The result of a typical measurement
is depicted in Fig. 8. The plot shows an overlay of raw interferogram signals for de-10
tectors C1&C2, D1&D2, covering an interval of approx. 125 samples recorded at a
sampling frequency of 76 066 s−1. The resulting angular sampling rate, taking into ac-
count orbital motion and scanning velocity, is ∼17mdeg/sample.
The observed signal shapes reflect the response characteristics of the individual
analog processing chains (AC coupling), whereas the signal rise is fully resolved for all15
detectors. Therefore, in order to check FOV half width and detector co-alignment, the
points of inflection (POI) in the signal rise parts (left part of first positive peak and left
part of second negative peak) can be analyzed. A more detailed analysis, taking into
account all 8 detectors, showed that the absolute POI positions agree within 1.3mdeg
for all channels, and that the FOV half width varies between 45.2mdeg for detectors20
A1&A2 and 46.5mdeg for detectors D1&D2.
4.8 Others
4.8.1 Forward/reverse differences
Depending on the sweep direction (i.e. the direction of the movement of the mirrors
in the interferometer), the interferograms have different phase relations and slightly25
different intensities. These differences should cancel out during the calibration pro-
cess, which is performed for each sweep direction separately. However, some slight
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but systematic differences still remain in the calibrated spectra. These differences are
in the order of 10 to 20% of the NESR and do not significantly influence the quality
of the operational trace gas retrieval. Since one interferogram is measured for each
tangent altitude, adjacent tangent altitudes are measured with opposite sweep direc-
tions. Systematic forward/reverse differences in the calibrated spectra may thus induce5
systematic oscillations in the retrieved trace gas profiles. An analysis of the CH4 and
N2O profiles measured in November 2003 has shown that there is no evidence for a
systematic forward/reverse oscillation exceeding the standard deviation of the profiles
(C. Belotti, personal communication, 2004).
4.8.2 Pointing jitter10
Periodic variations of the tangent height with a frequency of 130Hz have been ob-
served in unfiltered, undecimated “raw data mode” interferograms of atmospheric
scenes as sinusoidal variations of the “baseline”. These variations are caused by the
change of the integral radiance of a scene with tangent altitude. The pointing jitter
amplitude was calculated and is shown in Fig. 9. The increase between May 2002 and15
later measurements may be related to the switch off of the Sterling cooler vibration can-
cellation, causing more vibrations. Pointing jitter leads to amplitude modulation in the
interferogram and can cause ghost lines in scene spectra. From the jitter amplitude the
modulation depth (modulated fraction of radiation in the interferogram) was estimated
and the effect of the amplitude modulation was modelled. From this model the ghost20
lines should be clearly visible. However, no indication of ghost lines has been found in
the level 1b data, which is not completely understood.
4.8.3 Microvibrations
The radiometric calibration requires the instrument spectral gain to be constant within
a calibration cycle since scene and calibration measurements are recorded at a differ-25
ent time. Short term gain stability was investigated from a sequence of consecutive
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calibration blackbody measurements by forming the ratios of single spectra to the av-
erage over the sequence. Since the spectra are complex, the ratio is also complex.
In the absence of any gain variation in time its real part should be 1 and its imaginary
part should be 0. Figure 10 shows the maximum deviations found in the spectra. The
deviations show a periodic behaviour in time within the sequence. The variations can5
be attributed to microvibrations leading to a modulation of the sampling positions within
the interferogram. The observations can be well reproduced with a model that applies
modulation frequencies of about 400Hz and modulation amplitudes of about 5 nm.
As can be seen from Fig. 3 the maximum variations in the gain are about 1% at maxi-
mum. Since the in-flight NESR measurement relies on rms calculation of the imaginary10
part of the calibrated radiance, which is expected to be 0 except for the noise, the off-
sets in the imaginary part lead to deteriorated NESR values. This has been remedied
in the processing by subtracting the piecewise average of the imaginary part before
calculating the rms. Ghost lines expected to be generated by the modulation could not
be observed, possibly because the microvibrations are not necessarily monochromatic.15
The microvibrations cause a pseudo-random error on the true radiance of 1% at
maximum. Furthermore, an offset error is introduced, its maximum being 1% of the
instrument thermal radiance which in turn is about 30% of the calibration blackbody
radiance.
5 Conclusions20
Overall, the MIPAS performance is very good and the data produced are of high quality.
Very few updates were needed to the original algorithms developed for the L1B pro-
cessor. NESR and radiometric accuracy requirements are met. The geolocation that
depends mainly on the platform attitude control is not within requirement but very close.
Instrumentation characterizations were done on-ground, verified during commissioning25
phase and are periodically monitored during in-flight operation. The characterizations
have improved the understanding of the instrument. In most situations, a radiomet-
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ric accuracy of 1 to 2% can be achieved. The most critical issue for the radiometric
accuracy is the detector non-linearity correction.
Work is still in progress to improve and refine the L1B algorithm processor in order
to bring data beyond the initial requirements e.g., pointing, calibration, forward/reverse
differences. Finally, high quality spectra produced by MIPAS will bring essential infor-5
mation to improve our knowledge of the atmospheric phenomena.
Acknowledgements. The authors wish to acknowledge the many contributors to the MIPAS L1B
processing algorithms definition and validation. We especially thank the MIPAS Quality Working
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Table 1. Single detector ranges.
Detector Optical range [cm−1]
A1 685–995
A2 685–1193
B1 995–1540
B2 1193–1540
C1&C2 1540–1780
D1&D2 1780–2410
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Table 2. Spectral bands and contributing detectors in Nominal Operation.
Band Detector Decimation
factor
Optical range [cm−1]
A A1&A2 21 685–970
AB B1 36 1020–1170
B B2 22 1215–1500
C C1&C2 30 1570–1750
D D1&D2 11 1820–2410
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Table 3. Notation for the radiometric calibration.
Spectrum Cold BB Hot BB Scene Units
Theoretical 0 Lbb Lx W/(cm2 sr cm−1)
Observed Sds, Sc Sbb Sx Arbitrary
Note: Sc is the closest offset calibration (deep space) to the scene to calibrate, whereas Sds is
the deep space measurement used for the calculation of the gain function.
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Table 4. MIPAS L1B processor input auxiliary file.
Type Identifier Name
Calibration MIP CG1 AX Gain calibration
MIP CL1 AX LOS calibration
MIP CS1 AX ILS and spectral calibration
MIP CO1 AX Offset calibration
Auxiliary MIP CA1 AX Instrument characterization data
MIP PS1 AX Processing parameters
MIP MW1 AX Microwindow dictionary
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Table 5. MIPAS NESR0 requirement.
Wavenumber
[cm−1]
NESR0 requirement
[nW/(cm2 sr cm−1)]
685–970 50
1020–1170 40
1215–1500 20
1570–1750 6
1820–2410 4.2
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radiance using a blackbody with a maximum temperature 
of 230K as source, in the 1570-2410 cm-1 region. This is 
the requirement, but the goal in the spectral region of 685 
– 970 cm-1 is a radiometric accuracy of 1% in order to 
ensure precise temperature retrieval. 
4.1.3 Spectral Considerations 
The spectral resolution of MIPAS shall be less/equal 
0.035 cm-1 throughout the spectral range in high spectral 
resolution. The spectral resolution is defined as the Full-
Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the ILS. 
The spectral linearity shall be smaller than 0.001 cm-1 
throughout the complete spectral range. 
The spectral stability of the instrument shall be better than 
0.001 cm-1 during at least 165s of operation, but the goal 
is to achieve a spectral stability of 0.001 cm-1 over 24 
hours of in-orbit operation. 
4.2 NESR 
The NESR (noise equivalent spectral radiance) quantifies 
the noise level of the data. It ranges from 3 nW/(cm2 sr 
cm-1) to 50 nW/(cm2 sr cm-1), depending on the spectral 
range and channel. The NESR is well within the 
requirements (Figure 1), and no systematic evolution of 
the NESR over time could be observed. The most 
important effect on the NESR is ice accumulation on the 
detector system, which may temporarily degrade the 
NESR by up to 20 % with respect to an ice free detector. 
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(High Resolution Calibrated Spectrum)
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Figure 1: NESR0 of MIPAS on ground and in flight. The 
index 0 denotes the absence of radiation from the scene. 
 
 
4.3 Radiometric Stability 
4.3.1 Gain Calibration 
A gain function is typically generated once per week, and 
the last gain function generated is used for calibration. 
Changes in the gain function are mainly due to ice 
contamination of the detector system, but temperature 
effects can also be observed. As an example, the relative 
difference between the two gain functions of orbit 2815 
(13.09.2003) and orbit 5087 (02.12.2003) is shown in 
Figure 2. The spectral shape of the difference clearly 
reveals the broadband features of ice. The increase of the 
gain function is a measure for a decreasing detector signal 
due to a degraded transmission. Figure 3 shows the 
increase of the gain function around 870 cm-1 (where the 
effect of ice is most prominent) relative to the reference 
orbit 2815. The decontamination intervals, where the gain 
function decreases again, are clearly visible. On the right 
axis in the same figure, the maximum change between two 
consecutive gain functions is plotted. This corresponds to 
the maximum gain error due to drift of the gain function. 
This error is typically around 1 to 2 % and slightly 
decreasing over the lifetime of the instrument. In case of 
large changes between consecutive gain functions 
(typically in case of measurement interruptions) the first 
gain function, which is taken after the interruption, is used 
for the calibration of the offline data. 
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Figure 2: Relative change of the gain function between 
orbit 2815 (13.09.2002) and orbit 5087 (02.12.2003) 
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Figure 3: Overall gain change with respect to orbit 2815 
(left) and gain change between consecutive gain 
functions (right) 
Fig. 1. NESR0 of MIPAS on ground and in flight. The index 0 denotes the absence of radiation
from the scene.
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radiance using a blackbody with a maximum temperature 
of 230K as source, in the 1570-2410 cm-1 region. This is 
the requirement, but the goal in the spectral region of 685 
– 970 cm-1 is a radiometric accuracy of 1% in order to 
ensure precise temperature retrieval. 
4.1.3 Spectral Considerations 
The spectral resolution of MIPAS shall be less/equal 
0.035 cm-1 throughout the spectral range in high spectral 
resolution. The spectral resolution is defined as the Full-
Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the ILS. 
The spectral linearity shall be smaller than 0.001 cm-1 
throughout the complete spectral range. 
The spectral stability of the instrument shall be better than 
0.001 cm-1 during at least 165s of operation, but the goal 
is to achieve a spectral stability of 0.001 cm-1 over 24 
hours of in-orbit operation. 
4.2 NESR 
The NESR (noise equivalent spectral radiance) quantifies 
the noise level of the data. It ranges from 3 nW/(cm2 sr 
cm-1) to 50 nW/(cm2 sr cm-1), depending on the spectral 
range and channel. The NESR is well within the 
requirements (Figure 1), and no systematic evolution of 
the NESR over time could be observed. The most 
important effect on the NESR is ice accumulation on the 
detector system, which may temporarily degrade the 
NESR by up to 20 % with respect to an ice free detector. 
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Figure 1: NESR0 of MIPAS on ground and in flight. The 
index 0 denotes the absence of radiation from the scene. 
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consecutive gain functions is plotted. This corresponds to 
the maximum gain error due to drift of the gain function. 
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orbit 2815 (13.09.2002) and orbit 5087 (02.12.2003) 
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Figure 3: Overall gain change with respect to orbit 2815 
(left) and gain change between consecutive gain 
functions (right) 
Fig. 2. Relative change of the gain function between orbit 2815 (13 September 2002) and orbit
5087 (2 December 2003).
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radiance using a blackbody with a maximum temperature 
of 230K as source, in the 1570-2410 cm-1 region. This is 
the requirement, but the goal in the spectral region of 685 
– 970 cm-1 is a radiometric accuracy of 1% in order to 
ensure precise temperature retrieval. 
4.1.3 Spectral Considerations 
The spectral resolution of MIPAS shall be less/equal 
0.035 cm-1 throughout the spectral range in high spectral 
resolution. The spectral resolution is defined as the Full-
Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) of the ILS. 
The spectral linearity shall be smaller than 0.001 cm-1 
throughout the complete spectral range. 
The spectral stability of the instrument shall be better than 
0.001 cm-1 during at least 165s of operation, but the goal 
is to achieve a spectral stability of 0.001 cm-1 over 24 
hours of in-orbit operation. 
4.2 NESR 
The NESR (noise equivalent spectral radiance) quantifies 
the noise level of the data. It ranges from 3 nW/(cm2 sr 
cm-1) to 50 nW/(cm2 sr cm-1), depending on the spectral 
range and channel. The NESR is well within the 
requirements (Figure 1), and no systematic evolution of 
the NESR over time could be observed. The most 
important effect on the NESR is ice accumulation on the 
detector system, which may temporarily degrade the 
NESR by up to 20 % with respect to an ice free detector. 
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Figure 1: NESR0 of MIPAS on ground and in flight. The 
index 0 denotes the absence of radiation from the scene. 
 
 
4.3 Radiometric Stability 
4.3.1 Gain Calibration 
A gain function is typically generated once per week, and 
the last gain function generated is used for calibration. 
Changes in the gain function are mainly due to ice 
contamination of the detector system, but temperature 
effects can also be observed. As an example, the relative 
difference between the two gain functions of orbit 2815 
(13.09.2003) and orbit 5087 (02.12.2003) is shown in 
Figure 2. The spectral shape of the difference clearly 
reveals the broadband features of ice. The increase of the 
gain function is a measure for a decreasing detector signal 
due to a degraded transmission. Figure 3 shows the 
increase of the gain function around 870 cm-1 (where the 
effect of ice is most prominent) relative to the reference 
orbit 2815. The decontamination intervals, where the gain 
function decreases again, are clearly visible. On the right 
axis in the same figure, the maximum change between two 
consecutive gain functions is plotted. This corresponds to 
the maximum gain error due to drift of the gain function. 
This error is typically around 1 to 2 % and slightly 
decreasing over the lifetime of the instrument. In case of 
large changes between consecutive gain functions 
(typically in case of measurement interruptions) the first 
gain function, which is taken after the interruption, is used 
for the calibration of the offline data. 
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Figure 2: Relative change of the gain function between 
orbit 2815 (13.09.2002) and orbit 5087 (02.12.2003) 
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Figure 3: Overall gain change with respect to orbit 2815 
(left) and gain change between consecutive gain 
functions (right) 
Fig. 3. Overall gain change with respect to orbit 2815 (left) and gain change between consec-
utive gain functions (right).
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4.3.2 Offset Stability 
The instrument offset is much more sensitive to changes in 
the instrument temperature than the gain function. 
Therefore, the offset is determined several times per orbit. 
A small variation of the offset along the orbit can be 
observed, however, these variations are in the order of 
1/10 NESR between two offset measurements and are 
negligible in the radiometric error budget. 
4.4 Detector Non-Linearity 
The photoconductive Mercury-Cadmium-Telluride 
detectors show a non-linear dependence of output signal 
versus input photon flux (detector curve). The non-
linearity depends on the specific detector material, 
detector temperature, and age.  
As explained in section 2.4.4 non-linearity correction is 
carried out by scaling the measured interferograms with 
factors that are dependent on the incident photon flux. 
These factors are calculated from the non-linearity 
characterization of the detectors and the actual incident 
photon flux. The corresponding point on the detector 
curve is given by the sum of the background photon flux 
and the unmodulated target photon flux (atmospheric 
scene, blackbody). The background photon flux is 
determined by the instrument temperature and emissivity.  
The non-linearity of the detectors was characterized on-
ground in a vacuum thermal chamber by using a calibrated 
blackbody at different temperatures. Since the in-flight 
instrument temperatures are variable and differ from test 
conditions and furthermore the instrument transmittance 
may be different, too (contamination with ice - see also 
4.3.1, aging of optics), an in-flight detector 
characterization was intended. Unfortunately, it turned out 
that the on-ground characterization procedure could not be 
used in-flight due to the very limited temperature range of 
the on-board calibration blackbody. Up to now the on-
ground data are used for detector non-linearity correction. 
A new in-flight characterization method was developed 
utilizing additional non-linearity information from out-of-
band spectral artefacts which only are accessible in a 
special instrument measurements mode, the “raw data 
mode”, where no digital filtering and decimation is 
applied. Non-linearity characterization can be achieved by 
combining this information with the in-flight blackbody 
measurements at different temperatures (Ref [5]).  
The new method was applied to raw data mode 
measurements and blackbody measurements at different 
temperatures carried out in the commissioning phase. It 
should be noted that these are special measurements which 
are carried out occasionally. Fig 4 shows the differences in 
calibrated scene radiance levels in percent when using the 
on-ground and new in-flight characterization. The 
differences depend on the integrated photon flux shown on 
the x-axis in relative units and the spectral photon 
flux/radiance level on the y-axis. For channel A2 perfect 
agreement is found while for all other channels for weak 
spectral signals and high integrated photon flux (low 
tangent altitude, cloudy scenes) differences up to 4% 
occur. This result shows the magnitude of the error caused 
by application of the on-ground detector non-linearity 
characterization. The actual error may differ since as 
mentioned earlier the characterization depends on 
instrument and detector temperature, ice contamination, 
aging of optics and detectors. 
Over the lifetime of MIPAS a number of raw data mode 
measurements have been recorded as well as a few 
measurements at different blackbody temperature. Due to 
the very long time constant for stabilization of the 
blackbody temperature such measurements are very time 
consuming leading to the small number of data sets 
available. The raw data measurements in combination with 
an instrument model calculating the various photon fluxes 
on the detector allow determining the appropriate detector 
characterization. An accurate in-flight characterization of 
the detector non-linearity will reduce the systematic error 
on the calibrated scene and is subject of future 
investigations. 
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Figure 4: Radiometric differences for the four non-linear 
detectors (A1, A2, B1, and B2 from left to right, top to 
bottom) in percent between new method and currently 
used on-ground characterization. x-axis: Estimate of 
integrated photon flux, y-axis: spectral intensity 
(0.2=deep space view , 1=calibration blackbody) 
 
4.5 Spectral Calibration 
The auxiliary data file MIP_CS1_AX contains the spectral 
correction factor (SCF) that compensates for variations in 
the instrument metrology (e.g.: aging of the laser). This 
initial spectral factor is applied to the first scans scene 
measurement data. A new spectral calibration calculation 
is performed every 4 elevation scans while processing a 
L0 product. This new spectral correction factor is applied 
to subsequent scene measurement data by the L1B 
processor. The MIP_CS1_AX is updated every week and 
after a long detectors/cooler switch-off or after a long 
unavailability period. Figure 5 gives the variation trend 
from May 2002 to December 2003. An overall decrease of 
Fig. 4. Radiometric differences for the four non-linear detectors (A1, A2, B1, and B2 from
left to right, top to bottom) in percent between new method and currently used on-ground
characterization. x-axis: Estimate of integrated photon flux, y-axis: spectral intensity (0.2=deep
space view, 1=calibration blackbody).
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the SCF can be observed. This is a nominal situation that 
is due to the aging of the laser metrology. The spectral 
calibration is very stable and the variations are less than 5 
ppm over the first year of operation.   
Figure 5: Spectral Correction Factor Trend from May 
2002 – Dec 2003 
 
4.6 Instrument Line Shape 
The instrumental line shape (ILS) is the area-normalized 
spectral response function of the spectrometer. In general, 
the response function varies as function of the spectral 
position, and therefore should be denoted as ILS(∆σ,σ0). 
When a monochromatic spectral line at position s0 is 
irradiated, the ordinate value of the area-normalized 
response at σ is ILS(σ-σ0,σ0).  
Due to the normalization, the specification of an ILS is not 
affected by the calibration of the radiance axis. In contrast, 
there is an intimate connection with spectral shift: Any 
wave-number dependent spectral shift which occurs in the 
measurement can in principle be incorporated in the ILS. 
However, introduction of a separate shift function leads to 
a more transparent treatment, because spectral drifts occur 
on timescales of a single orbit, whereas for the profound 
ILS attributes (peak response, half width, and asymmetry) 
no significant drift on timescales of years has been 
observed. The spectral drift is caused by wavelength 
changes of the interferometer reference laser, whereas the 
ILS attributes as defined above are dominated by a slight 
permanent misalignment of the interferometer. 
The ILS of MIPAS is specified by means of a set of ILS 
variables. Since a physical model of the interferometer is 
available for MIPAS, the subset of model variables which 
affect the ILS can be adjusted to approximate the ILS of 
the real instrument. This approach offers the advantage 
that the parameters are not fully ad-hoc. However, the 
complete set of variables cannot be retrieved 
unambiguously from the measured spectra, so the full set 
of variables has to be restricted further (to a set of fixed 
parameters + 2 variables). It should be noted that this 
reduced description is not fully physical. The suggested 
set of variables has been used in various studies. It is 
found that the loss in peak response of the unapodized ILS 
due to misalignment amounts 2 % at 800 cm-1, 5 % at 
1200 cm-1  8 % at 1600 cm-1, and 11 % at 2000 cm-1. 
These numbers refer to operation with full nominal 
resolution. The ILS degradation due to misalignment 
scales down when a reduced resolution is applied. 
4.7 Field of View 
Analyses of the instrument’s field-of-view (FOV) response 
and the co-alignment of the various detector channels were 
performed both prior to launch and post launch. Pre-
launch tests were based on a dedicated experimental setup 
allowing acquiring individual detector signals, with the 
instrument collimated input beam viewing a blackbody 
source. This source, equipped with a small circular 
aperture (‘pin-hole’) was moved across the field of view in 
azimuth and elevation direction while a set of 
interferograms was acquired for each discrete position. 
The response in the different detector channels as a 
function of azimuth and elevation offset was obtained by 
estimating the spectrally integrated signals from co-added 
interferograms. 
Figure 6: Pre-launch characterization of FOV response 
(elevation section); detectors B2 & C2. 
 
Figure 6 shows a typical response pattern, obtained for 
detector channels B2 & C2, respectively. An in-depth 
analysis of the experimental data revealed that observed 
minor deviations of the observed response patterns from 
the expected shapes were due to thermal perturbations of 
the viewed targets in the vicinity of the pin hole. This 
assumption was confirmed by comparing FOV patterns 
obtained for adjacent detector channels (A2-B1, B1-C1, 
etc), after reducing the signal integration to the spectral 
overlap for each detector pair. In conclusion, the FOV 
widths as well as the co-alignment between all detector 
channels were found within expectations. 
Both co-alignment and FOV half widths of the various 
detector channels was verified also post-launch. For this 
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Fig. 5. Spectral correction factor trend from May 2002–December 2003.
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the SCF can be observed. This is a nominal situation that 
is due to the aging of the laser metrology. The spectral 
calibration is very stable and the variations are less than 5 
ppm over the first year of operation.   
Figure 5: Spectral Correction Factor Trend from May 
2002 – Dec 2003 
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position, and therefore should be denoted as ILS(∆σ,σ0). 
When a monochromatic spectral line at position s0 is 
irradiated, the ordinate value of the area-normalized 
response at σ is ILS(σ-σ0,σ0).  
Due to the normalization, the specification of an ILS is not 
affected by the calibration of the radiance axis. In contrast, 
there is an intimate connection with spectral shift: Any 
wave-number dependent spectral shift which occurs in the 
measurement can in principle be incorporated in the ILS. 
However, introduction of a separate shift function leads to 
a more transparent treatment, because spectral drifts occur 
on timescales of a single orbit, whereas for the profound 
ILS attributes (peak response, half width, and asymmetry) 
no significant drift on timescales of years has been 
observed. The spectral drift is caused by wavelength 
changes of the interferometer reference laser, whereas the 
ILS attributes as defined above are dominated by a slight 
permanent misalignment of the interferometer. 
The ILS of MIPAS is specified by means of a set of ILS 
variables. Since a physical model of the interferometer is 
available for MIPAS, the subset of model variables which 
affect the ILS can be adjusted to approximate the ILS of 
the real instrument. This approach offers the advantage 
that the parameters are not fully ad-hoc. However, the 
complete set of variables cannot be retrieved 
unambiguously from the measured spectra, so the full set 
of variables has to be restricted further (to a set of fixed 
parameters + 2 variables). It should be noted that this 
reduced description is not fully physical. The suggested 
set of variables has been used in various studies. It is 
found that the loss in peak response of the unapodized ILS 
due to misalignment amounts 2 % at 800 cm-1, 5 % at 
1200 cm-1, 8 % at 1600 cm-1, and 11 % at 2000 cm-1. 
These numbers refer to operation with full nominal 
resolution. The ILS degradation due to misalignment 
scales down when a reduced resolution is applied. 
4.7 Field of View 
Analyses of the instrument’s field-of-view (FOV) response 
and the co-alignment of the various detector channels were 
performed both prior to launch and post launch. Pre-
launch tests were based on a dedicated experimental setup 
allowing acquiring individual detector signals, with the 
instrument collimated input beam viewing a blackbody 
source. This source, equipped with a small circular 
aperture (‘pin-hole’) was moved across the field of view in 
azimuth and elevation direction while a set of 
interferograms was acquired for each discrete position. 
The response in the different detector channels as a 
function of azimuth and elevation offset was obtained by 
estimating the spectrally integrated signals from co-added 
interferograms. 
Figure 6: Pre-launch characterization of FOV response 
(elevation section); detectors B2 & C2. 
 
Figure 6 shows a typical response pattern, obtained for 
detector channels B2 & C2, respectively. An in-depth 
analysis of the experimental data revealed that observed 
minor deviations of the observed response patterns from 
the expected shapes were due to thermal perturbations of 
the viewed targets in the vicinity of the pin hole. This 
assumption was confirmed by comparing FOV patterns 
obtained for adjacent detector channels (A2-B1, B1-C1, 
etc), after reducing the signal integration to the spectral 
overlap for each detector pair. In conclusion, the FOV 
widths as well as the co-alignment between all detector 
channels were found within expectations. 
Both co-alignment and FOV half widths of the various 
detector channels was verified also post-launch. For this 
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purpose, a specific in-orbit measurement geometry was 
chosen in which the instrument line of sight was actively 
scanned across an infrared bright, ‘point like’ source while 
raw mode interferograms were acquired simultaneously in 
all eight detector channels. 
For the measurement, Mercury was chosen as a target, 
providing sufficiently high flux density across the 
wavelength of interest (14.6 µm ... 4.2 µm) and suitable 
observation opportunities in the period of interest 
(June/July 2002). A schematic view of the observation 
geometry is provided in Figure 7. Prior to the actual 
measurement the instrument LOS scan angles were 
adjusted such that the IR source would pass through the 
center of the FOV while the elevation angle is scanned at 
constant velocity (approx. 1.35 deg / s) in the positive 
direction, i.e. towards higher tangent heights. The overall 
timing was chosen such that the expected passage of the 
planet through the FOV occurred approx. 1 s after start of 
an appropriate interferometer sweep. The settings ensured 
that the actual passage occurred well before reaching the 
zero path difference peak and at sufficiently high tangent 
altitudes (> 80 km) to avoid perturbations through 
atmospheric broadband emission. The result of a typical 
measurement is depicted in Figure 8. The plot shows an 
overlay of raw interferogram signals for detectors C1 & 
C2, D1 & D2, covering an interval of approx. 125 samples 
recorded at a sampling frequency of 76,066 s-1. The 
resulting angular sampling rate, taking into account orbital 
motion and scanning velocity, is ~17 mdeg/sample.  
 
Figure 7: Observation geometry for in-orbit FOV 
alignment analysis 
 
 
Figure 8: In-orbit check of detector co-alignment (target: 
Mercury, date: 5 July 2002)  
 
The observed signal shapes reflect the response 
characteristics of the individual analog processing chains 
(AC coupling), whereas the signal rise is fully resolved for 
all detectors. Therefore, in order to check FOV half width 
and detector co-alignment, the points of inflection (POI) 
in the signal rise parts (left part of first positive peak and 
left part of second negative peak) can be analyzed. A more 
detailed analysis, taking into account all 8 detectors, 
showed that the absolute POI positions agree within 1.3 
mdeg for all channels, and that the FOV half width varies 
between 45.2 mdeg for detectors A1 & A2 and 46.5 mdeg 
for d t ctors D1 & D2. 
4.8 Oth rs   
4.8.1 Forward/reverse differences 
Depending on the sweep direction (i.e. the direction of the 
movement of the mirrors in the interferometer), the 
interferograms have different phase relations and slightly 
different intensities. These differences should cancel out 
during the calibration process, which is performed for 
each sweep direction separately. However, some slight but 
systematic differences still remain in the calibrated 
spectra. These differences are in the order of 10 to 20 % of 
the NESR and do not significantly influence the quality of 
the operational trace gas retrieval. Since one interferogram 
is measured for each tangent altitude, adjacent tangent 
altitudes are measured with opposite sweep directions. 
Systematic forward/reverse differences in the calibrated 
spectra may thus induce systematic oscillations in the 
retrieved trace gas profiles. An analysis of the CH4 and 
N2O profiles measured in November 2003 has shown that 
there is no evidence for a systematic forward/reverse 
oscillation exceeding the standard deviation of the profiles 
(Ref. [7]).  
4.8.2 Pointing jitter 
Periodic variations of the tangent height with a frequency 
of 130Hz have been observed in unfiltered, undecimated 
“raw data mode” interferograms of atmospheric scenes as 
sinusoidal variations of the “baseline”. These variations 
are caused by the change of the integral radiance of a 
Fig. 7. Observation geometry for in-orbit FOV alignment analysis.
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purpose, a specific in-orbit measurement geometry was 
chosen in which the instrument line of sight was actively 
scanned across an infrared bright, ‘point like’ source while 
raw mode interferograms were acquired simultaneously in 
all eight detector channels. 
For the measurement, Mercury was chosen as a target, 
providing sufficiently high flux density across the 
wavelength of interest (14.6 µm ... 4.2 µm) and suitable 
observation opportunities in the period of interest 
(June/July 2002). A schematic view of the observation 
geometry is provided in Figure 7. Prior to the actual 
measurement the instrument LOS scan angles were 
adjusted such that the IR source would pass through the 
center of the FOV while the elevation angle is scanned at 
constant velocity (approx. 1.35 deg / s) in the positive 
direction, i.e. towards higher tangent heights. The overall 
timing was chosen such that the expected passage of the 
planet through the FOV occurred approx. 1 s after start of 
an appropriate interferometer sweep. The settings ensured 
that the actual passage occurred well before reaching the 
zero path difference peak and at sufficiently high tangent 
altitudes (> 80 km) to avoid perturbations through 
atmospheric broadband emission. The result of a typical 
measurement is depicted in Figure 8. The plot shows an 
overlay of raw interferogram signals for detectors C1 & 
C2, D1 & D2, covering an interval of approx. 125 samples 
recorded at a sampling frequency of 76,066 s-1. The 
resulting angular sampling rate, taking into account orbital 
motion and scanning velocity, is ~17 mdeg/sample.  
 
Figure 7: Observation geometry for in-orbit FOV 
alignment analysis 
 
 
Figure 8: In-orbit check of detector co-alignment (target: 
Mercury, date: 5 July 2002)  
 
The observed signal shapes reflect the response 
characteristics of the individual analog processing chains 
(AC coupling), whereas the signal rise is fully resolved for 
all detectors. Therefore, in order to check FOV half width 
and detector co-alignment, the points of inflection (POI) 
in the signal rise parts (left part of first positive peak and 
left part of second negative peak) can be analyzed. A more 
detailed analysis, taking into account all 8 detectors, 
showed that the absolute POI positions agree within 1.3 
mdeg for all channels, and that the FOV half width varies 
between 45.2 mdeg for detectors A1 & A2 and 46.5 mdeg 
for detectors D1 & D2. 
4.8 Others   
4.8.1 Forward/reverse differences 
Depending on the sweep direction (i.e. the direction of the 
movement of the mirrors in the interferometer), the 
interferograms have different phase relations and slightly 
different intensities. These differences should cancel out 
during the calibration process, which is performed for 
each sweep direction separately. However, some slight but 
systematic differences still remain in the calibrated 
spectra. These differences are in the order of 10 to 20 % of 
the NESR and do not significantly influence the quality of 
the operational trace gas retrieval. Since one interferogram 
is measured for each tangent altitude, adjacent tangent 
altitudes are measured with opposite sweep directions. 
Systematic forward/reverse differences in the calibrated 
spectra may thus induce systematic oscillations in the 
retrieved trace gas profiles. An analysis of the CH4 and 
N2O profiles measured in November 2003 has shown that 
there is no evidence for a systematic forward/reverse 
oscillation exceeding the standard deviation of the profiles 
(Ref. [7]).  
4.8.2 Pointing jitter 
Periodic variations of the tangent height with a frequency 
of 130Hz have been observed in unfiltered, undecimated 
“raw data mode” interferograms of atmospheric scenes as 
sinusoidal variations of the “baseline”. These variations 
are caused by the change of the integral radiance of a 
Fig. 8. In-orbit check of detector co-alignment (target: Mercury, date: 5 July 2002).
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scene with tangent altitude. The pointing jitter amplitude 
was calculated and is shown in Figure 9. The increase 
between May 2002 and later measurements may be related 
to the switch off of the Sterling cooler vibration 
cancellation, causing more vibrations. Pointing jitter leads 
to amplitude modulation in the interferogram and can 
cause ghost lines in scene spectra. From the jitter 
amplitude the modulation depth (modulated fraction of 
radiation in the interferogram) was estimated and the 
effect of the amplitude modulation was modelled. From 
this model the ghost lines should be clearly visible. 
However, no indication of ghost lines has been found in 
the level 1b data, which is not completely understood. 
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4.8.3 Microvibrations 
The radiometric calibration requires the instrument 
spectral gain to be constant within a calibration cycle since 
scene and calibration measurements are recorded at a 
different time. Short term gain stability was investigated 
from a sequence of consecutive calibration blackbody 
measurements by forming the ratios of single spectra to 
the average over the sequence. Since the spectra are 
complex, the ratio is also complex. In the absence of any 
gain variation in time its real part should be 1 and its 
imaginary part should be 0. Figure 10 shows the maximum 
deviations found in the spectra. The deviations show a 
periodic behaviour in time within the sequence. The 
variations can be attributed to microvibrations leading to a 
modulation of the sampling positions within the 
interferogram. The observations can be well reproduced 
with a model that applies modulation frequencies of about 
400 Hz and modulation amplitudes of about 5 nm. 
As can be seen from Figure 3 the maximum variations in 
the gain are about 1% at maximum. Since the in-flight 
NESR measurement relies on rms calculation of the 
imaginary part of the calibrated radiance, which is 
expected to be 0 except for the noise, the offsets in the 
imaginary part lead to deteriorated NESR values. This has 
been remedied in the processing by subtracting the 
piecewise average of the imaginary part before calculating 
the rms. Ghost lines expected to be generated by the 
modulation could not be observed, possibly because the 
microvibrations are not necessarily monochromatic. 
The microvibrations cause a pseudo-random error on the 
true radiance of 1% at maximum. Furthermore, an offset 
error is introduced, its maximum being 1% of the 
instrument thermal radiance which in turn is about 30% of 
the calibration blackbody radiance.  
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ratio of a single calibration blackbody spectrum to the 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
Overall, the MIPAS performance is very good and the data 
produced are of high quality. Very few updates were 
needed to the original algorithms developed for the L1B 
processor. NESR and radiometric accuracy requirements 
are met. The geolocation that depends mainly on the 
platform attitude control is not within requirement but 
very close. Instrumentation characterizations were done 
on-ground, verified during commissioning phase and are 
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scene with tangent altitude. The pointing jitter amplitude 
was calculated and is shown in Figure 9. The increase 
between May 2002 and later measurements may be related 
to the switch off of the Sterling cooler vibration 
cancellation, causing more vibrations. Pointing jitter leads 
to amplitude modulation in the interferogram and can 
cause ghost lines in scene spectra. From the jitter 
amplitude the modulation depth (modulated fraction of 
radiation in the interferogram) was estimated and the 
effect of the amplitude modulation was modelled. From 
this model the ghost lines should be clearly visible. 
However, no indication of ghost lines has been found in 
the level 1b data, which is not completely understood. 
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